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NEW MEXIC() LOBO
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Environment Study
Set For April 22

NE\N

·'!''---'····

MEXICO

Symposiums, panels, and
movies on environmental
problems are being planned at 1
UNM in conjunction with a
nationwide environmental
teach-in April 22.
ASUNM President Ron Curry,
in his state of the campus address
Feb, 11, called for students,
faculty, and the community "to
make this fl day of great
importance in the state of New
Mexico."
Andrea Poole, named by Curry
to co-chair the teach-in for the
students, said she hopes teachers
will use their classrooms April 22
to talk about environmental
problems.

have two or three students on
each panel.
A tentative environmental
teach-in program calls for
symposiums on how wildlife
habitats are affected by
over-population and resultant
pollution, what industry is doing
and can do for clean air and
water, food prospects for the
future, and population regulation,
he said.
"This is an excellent teach-in to
come up with. I know more
students who are concerned over
environmental problems than any
other problem," Dittmer said.
Miss Poole said she would also
like to see high schools participate
in teach-in.
Panel Discussions
High Schools
"I want UNM students to help
"Classes will be in session that
day. Also there will be panel high school students initiate
discussions going on all day, programs at their own schools the
probably in the Union Ballroom," same day," she said.
The environmental teach-in is
Miss Poole said.
Panel discussions and being sponsored at a national level
symposiums will be led by by Senator Gaylord Nelson,
representatives of various groups, D-Wis.
"If life is to survive on this tiny
including government, industry,
planet earth with its very limited
and private organizations.
resources, a massive commitment
Tentative Program
to preserving the environment will
f.Ioward J. Dittmer, unofficial have to be made," Nelson said in a
faculty coordinator for the newsletter explaining why he
teach-in, said he would also like to favored the teach-in.

~s

Legislative Session Ends

Post-Mortem Rema-rks
SANTA FE - Some random
jottings as the 1970 session of
the New Mexico legislature
mercifully ended.
Sen. Al Montoya explaining
why he was voting for the
general appropriations bill which
includes over $700,000
earmarked for air and water
pollution control: "I want to go
on record as a champion of
pollution."
Lt. Gov. E. Lee Francis
explaining a motion to expunge
Sen. Joseph Skeen's remarks
from the record (Skeen had
attempted to get the Senate to
adjourn because it had passed the
constitutionally imposed deadline
for conclusion and Sen. Tibo
Chavez had then moved to strike
Skeen's remarks): "The motion is
to sponge the remarks from the
record."
One lady, who shall go
unnamed, explaining her distrust
of Sen. Harold Runnels, who she

suspected would introduce some
sort of anti-education bill: "I
don't trust Runnels. I think
somewhere he has an ace in his
hole."

Dialogue
A dialogue between Vice
President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender and two
representatives from the Black
Student Union (BSU) will be held
Friday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. at
1801 Las Lomas.
The dialogue is free and open
to the public. The subject has not
yet been announced by the
Wesley Foundation, which is
sponsoring the talk,

Support Lobo
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RATES: 'Te per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Joarnalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) :per time :mn. If ad ;, to
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no changes the rate ;, reduced to 6e
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UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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1)

PERSONALS

5)

DEADLINE for inserting elassified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
D A N C E-MIME-SENSITIVITY TRAINING. Begin anytime. 626 Welh"ley SE.
256-0141. 3/2
THE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
SE. Friday and Saturday nights 8-11.
3/2

""sENI:::=O=O:::&...;~B:-e-sur-e-:-to--:-ha-v-e-yo_u_r_c:-,.-sa-p71c:
ture taken for the Mirage. No charge-

three :poses, three printa. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo ""Service. Call 277-6743 to
schedule.
NEED HELP 1 A lfutcncr 1 Personal, Marital, Sensitivity Groups, United Minls-

tr;ies

Couru;~.

24'1;::2'12D-. 3/13

MESSY ROOM, can't study? Call messyroom..,leancr. 242-1059. 2/27

2)

LOST&FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the sun for
your lost Items.
LOST~ Pickett slide rule. :Mitchell Hall
212, Jan. 13. Reward. Scott, 255-9560,
2/24
.

3)

SERVICES

TUTORING IN PORTIJGESE offered. Call
Albert w. Bleau at 855-4888. 2/24
PRIVATE swimming lessons. Qualified ininstructors. Leswns taught at a spacious

indoor swimming area

h~re

in town. No

age limit. Be a rcsvectahle swimmer bY
this summer. Call Dave 844-8654 for details. 2/24
TYPING SERVICE. Term papers, theses,
dissertation~. Rca.i>onnblc, Doris Jackson.
296-2548.

. 4)

FORRENT

PARK HAVEN APTS. College students
welcome. Furnished two bedroom apts.,
flrep!Jlce, walkins, barette, planned swimming~ pool, diMI;tc 1""""• utilities paid.
844-4058. 2/27

EMPLOYMENT

TYPIST-part-tlm.,_,tudent interested in
working in busy downtown _law office 10
to 12 hours per week-overload typingsome diotaphone-type 70-80 WJ>m-contact Pat at 247-3658. 3/2

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

Baby Face Nelson rids the gang of an unworthy member in a
Yale Park execution complete with machine guns (note the bullet
holes in the garbage can). On the other hand maybe this
gentleman is simply changing the garbage can's plastic liner.

Death Row?

I

Campus I:Jriefs
Math Colloquium

The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee will hold a meeting
tonight at 8 in the lounge on the
second floor of the Union.

Alexander Stone, professor of
mathematics at the University of
Illinois-Chicago, will address a
department of mathematics and
statistics colloquium Thursday, at
3:30 p.m., in room 104 of Marron
Hall.
Stone will speak on
applications of the Nijcnhius
Tensor, His address is free and
open to all interested persons.

Plans for the March anti-draft
movement and the April
moratorium will be discussed.

ASUNM Revenues To Drop $30,000
(Continued from page 1)
for ensuring that action to obtain fee sharing, but a number of
such approval is taken.
members on the GSA Council
In the past, amendments have have said they will vote against
been forwarded by the president, such a proposal. Graduate
vice-president, or a member ~f student fees, they say, should go
the Senate who was specif{cal!y strictly to graduate projects. But
assigned the job. Apparently no even if some GSA funds are
one was assigned the job this given to ASUNM, it is expected
year.
the amount will be substantially
In addition to the $30,000 Jess than the $21,000 graduates
loss, ASUNM will also lose over are currently paying.
$21,000 when the Graduate
Ironically, the GSA will collect
Student Association {GSA) fees from part·time graduate
becomes fully operative next students while ASUNM \viii be
year. Currently, fees paid by unable to collect from part-time
full-time graduate students go to undergraduates, When the GSA
ASUNM.
Constitution was approved by
Part of the fees collected by the Regents last Novemhllr, it
the GSA, however, may be contained language enabling the
returned to ASUNM if that body GSA to collect fees from all
approves a system of "fee graduates carrying three or more
sharing" for those projects hours.
Regents approval of the GSA
currently sponsored by ASUNM
which benefit both groups.
Constitution was given three days ·
GSA President Bill Pickens has after the ASUNM constitutional
saig that he favors a system of amendment was approved,

Color Available

Of Sen. David Smith

I

Moratorium Meeting

EMAU Meeting

Estudiantes MexicanosAmericanos Unidos (EMAU) will
meet tonight at 7:30 in room
231-D of the Union. Election of
officers will be the main item on
the agenda.
All EMAU members are urged
to attend.

•'
'l

Draw from lifell at

I

Guild Arts Theatre
C~>ntrol

3405

Noon til Midnight

N.E.
Only $1.50

OKIE'S

.,./

10¢ BEER
every

,.

[;

Wed. 5-6 I'M

,

(
l_

Central At University

Marion Cottrell

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
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ASUNM Vice President Joe Alarid said
the attorney general's opinion does not
have the force of law.
"It's just his opinion. Smith would have
to agree with Perkal and step off
voluntarily, or he could disagree and Perkal
would have to file .ch;;rrges with Student
Court," Alarid said.
He added the Senate is well into 60
calendar days after the election, and he
thought the action was "a bit late."
"There is such a thing as a statute of
limitations, although there is nothing in the
election code. It seems like there would
have to be some action in a reasonable
time, and I think we've passed that
reasonable time," Alarid said.
Heisler said he had tried to get an
opinion from Perkal "for some time," but
he had been unable to reach Perkal.
"I didn't know myself what to do, so I
asked for his opinion. Perkal said he was
going to void Smith's election and that will
be it unless Smith appeals," Heisler said.
Student Court Chief Justice Bill Turner
said the attorney general's opinion is law
unless challenged by the court.
"David Smith is off the Senate unless he
wants to challenge this in court," he said.
Scott Key, who received the next highest
number of votes in the election, said he has
no plans for action.
Smith could not be reached for
comment.

U Senators Withdraw
UMAS Fund Halt Plan

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

TERMS~ Payment must be made

ASUNM Attorney General Ross Perkal
issued an opinion Monday stating that the
election of David Smith to Student Senate
is null and void.
The opinion was requested by David
Heisler, chairman of the election
committee, on the grounds that Smith
failed to file a report of expenditures
within 15 working days after the election.
The report is required under election rules
passed by the Senate in November, 1969.
Perkal said he had not spoken to Smith,
but Smith has been officially notified of
the action by mail.
Perkal added it is not in the ASUNM
constitution that an opinion by the
attorney general is law, but "according to
my interpretation, he (Smith) would
automatically be off the Senate."
"I was asked to issue an opinion, I issued
an opinion, and he is off the Senate unless
he appeals to Student Court," Perkal said.
He also said he thought the person with
the next highest number of votes should
take Smith's place in the Senate. Perkal
said there is no provision for such an
action, adding that seats vacated by a
senator's resignation have usually been left
vacant. He said that as far as he knew, an
election has never before been declared null
and void.
"I thought this would be a good
precedent. If an election is voided, the
person with the next highest number of
votes should get the seat," Perkal said.

ART MAJORS

~.:RENT..;A-TV~~.

Buck's
.TV Rentals
~
26!468"9

General Perkal

Invalidates Election

ROOMMATE WANTED to share two-bdrm
apartment across from ciUi!pus. $50/mo.
Phone 842-8074. 3/2
GOD-FEARING, PIE-EATING, red-blood·
ed American needs roommate. Contact
__!!!!ke at Lobo 277-4202. 3/2
DISCOVER FLYING. $5 firnt lesson, $14
. br. after. Lee Mason, 2~8-4589. 2/27

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Setirlce
No Depooit
Lower Monthly Rate

·Wednesday, February 25, 1970

~Att.

FOR .SALE

1968 HONDA CL350, EOOO miles, very
good condition, $550. 265-8194. 3/2
FOUR FEMALE .SAIIdOYED puppies,
purebred. Reasonably priced. Call 255·
1429. 3/2
1956 CADILLAC. $150. Call 842-1364 or
243-4325. 2/24
NORWEGIAN Elkhound puppies, ah!o stud
service available. 298-0375, cnmpus 4447,
3/1
200 USED TVs AU styles. $15 up. -441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987, 4/7
.
1968 SUZUKI 200 co-X5. Excellent condition, $350. 265-6814 after 6 p.m. 2/27

6)
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An injunction to freeze $8000 given to the United
Mexican American students and the chicano studies program
was withdrawn today by its sponsors, Senators Leonard
DeLayo, Frank Lihn, and Bob Speer.
The three prepared a joint statement last night
withdrawing the injunction which would have enjoined
ASUNM President Ron Curry from vetoing or taking any
further action on the bill approved by Senate last Wednesday.
After a meeting with the governing board of UMAS and
Louis Bransford, director of the chicano studies program, the
three Senators decided to withdraw the complaint on the
grounds they had l'eceived a line itemization that "showed
need" for the consideration of the appropriation.
The bill, Senate Bill Number 3, allocated $1520 to UMAS
to finance a trip to the all-chicano Conference de Atzlan in
March, and $6480, without stipulation, to the chicano
studies center.
The statement issued py the Senators said the injunction
was designed to "justify to the student body the allocation of
>
Faculty Policy Committee Chairman Marion Cottrell told an $6480 for use by the chicano studies program."
audience in Coronado Hall last night that although a peaceful
"We were not willing to allocate funds without the normal
demonstraHon will be allowed at the BYU basketball game, line item statement, and the $1520 was the only part of the
demonstrators will be expected to leave the playing floor at the
request line itemed," said Lihn.
request of a University official.

Peaceful BYU Protest Given 'Okay'
Marion Cottrell, chairman of the
Faculty Policy Committee, said last
night the University would not
"interfere" with any
demonstrations at the UNM-BYU
game this Saturday as long as the
demonstrations are "peaceful and
the demonstrators do not interfere
with the game."
Cottrell, who said he was not
officially talking for the
administration, told a group of
about 50 students, "There is about
only one thing we can be sure of
and that is that there will be a
demonstration" against UNM's
participation with BYU.
BYU has been the subject of
demonstrations at several campuses
this year because of the allegedly
racist practices o£ the Mormon
Church which owns the school.
Last year 'a group · of ~bout 50
students dem011strated agamst BYU

at the arena by standing on each of
the basketball courts and giving a
clenched fist salute during the
playing of the national anthem.
Swimming Pool
The demonstration met with
considerable booing but there was
no violence. However, Cottrell said
it was his opinion that if the
"demonstration had gone on for
one or two minutes some of the
fans would have taken it upon
themselves to 'correct' the situation
and a real donnybrook would have
developed."
Cottrell added that because of
the physical layout of the arena it
WO\lld be almost impossible to
control a riot if one were to
develop. "About the only way I can
think o£ is to turn the water on and
make it into a swimming pooL" ,
The University's responsibility
during a demonstration is to

"protect the demonstrators and to
maintain order," he said. "My big
concern is the crowd reaction and
what they will do."
But the University also has a
responsibility to "ensure" that the
game is played and that any
demonstration does not interfere
with the conduct of the game,
Cottrell said.
As long as the demonstration was
peaceful and the demonstrators left
the floor when asked to do so "by a
University official, we as a
University are not going to enter
into approving or disapproving a
demonstration or protest.
"However, if the demonstrators
should interfere with the game by
either refusing to leave the floor or
by disrupting the game while it is in
progress they would have to be
removed," Cottrell said.

Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender will be the
University official responsible for
maintaining order at the game, he
added.
He also said that "at this stage
we (the University) will have only
the normal amount of security but
. this does not mean that others may·
not be alerted." Normally, the
University uses its own security
forces plus a limited number of
Aljmquerque City Police.
At a game with the University of
Arizona at Bear Down Gym on Jan,
8 demonstrators broke a plate glass
window during half-time activities
and a resulting fight led to the
arrest of 14. Then, earlier this
month at Fort Collins a fire bomb
was thrown on the court during a
demonstration. The bomb,
however, failed to ignite.
'·

......----.-----------..
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Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student PublicQtions of the Associated Stuclenta of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with LINM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Su.bscription rate i• $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solei•!. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editurial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico,

Editorial

Allow Orderly Protest
..- Black Students Union (BSU) spokesman
Sam Johnson last night announced the BSU
will conduct a peaceful demonstration
against BYU before the BYU-UNM
basketball game Saturday night at the Arena.
BSU member Barbara Brown announced
the demonstration to television viewers this
morning on Ken Dunnagan's A.M. 7 show.
The BSU has invited all interested students
to participate.
When the BSU and other sympathetic
students demonstrated at the Arena last year
prior to the UNM-BYU game, the only
disruption came from a rude and hostile
Arena crowd that was either unable or
unwilling to understand the purpose of the
protest.
Albuquerque basketball fans and some
ONM students were outraged at being

reminded of racism at an athletic event and
later blasted the demonstration as disruptiv~
and in poor taste. The same people who
booed and cat-called black students as they
saluted the flag with raised, clenched fists,
later accused the demonstrators of being
"rude to the fans and to UNM's guests."
It was their conduct and not that of the
demonstrators that was a discredit to the
University and to Albuquerque. If any
violence had occurred, it would have been
prompted by those who felt that the right
hand over the heart was the only acceptable
way to salute the flag.

Those who attend Saturday night's game
should at least have the courtesy to allow
the BSU to conduct an orderly and dignified
protest against racism.

(;)~~~()Jtl~l)
o/ t!141ff hMv1
In the past six months the .UNM campus polic.e have
received no complaints concernmg Capt. A. (America) H.
Hathaway and the small motorcycle he rides to and from
work when the weather permits. Other cyclists on campus
have a worse record and their evil ways could lead to an
eventual motorcycle ban on this campus.
Some 750 two-wheeled gasoline propelled machines are
driven over some part of the campus each week. Some of the
parts driven over include shrubs, newly planted lawns, and
the odd professor's feet. Exclusive of the latter, damage and
annoyance is reaching the maximum allowable level and
come spring when everyone and his pet armadillo are
centrifugal forcing around every building on campus there is
likely to be a restriction on motorcycle use.
There are motorcycle lots in most sectors of the campus,
but because most students can wheel their machines to
within four centimeters of their classroom seats, the lots are
more often empty and used only as repair pits for the
Japanese bikes. A recent case of a sophomore from Hokona
being expelled from the library for parking her bike in a
graduate student's carrel in the stacks, points to the absurdity
of the situation.
Other bike people are more considerate. One Lobo staffer
parks his bike behind Country Barn. Not only does he help
relieve campus traffic congestion, but the smell of the leaking
gas tones down the odor from the pollutants released from
the Barn's smoke stack during high-hamburger output hours.
On the other hand, there are not that many parking spaces
behind Country Barn so if you own a bike and want to keep
parking on campus, here are some suggestions:
1. Park in the designated lots.
2. Cool it with driving between the administration
building and the Union past Mitchell Hall. This is against the
law and besides that I can't hear about Samuel Johnson and
friends between 8:30 and 9:30 when rude motorcyclists
speed past the window of my classroom.
3, Keep within speed limits - 10 m.p.h. in lots and 20 on
the streets.
4. Always yield right-of-way to Fournier (the big cop on
the three-wheeler).
5. Wear warm clothes in cold weather.

***

The management of the Spoofer Shop has a nice word for
all you heads who buy posters, pipes, incense, papers, and
other commercial products from his store. He loves your
money but he hates you. You are dirty sub·humans who
(that?) should be locked up. If the loitering law was put to
more extensive use he (and I of course) could rid ourselves of
you for good.
I suggest he could cut down on "hippie" patronage of his
junk store if he got rid of all his dope smoking supplies.
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Gl's Feel Military, Vietnam Inseparable

'

(Editor's note: The following is
the last in a three part series
concerning the underground press
in the United States military.)
ByNANCYBEEZLEY
..,. One cat said he thought most
guys could stand the military if it
weren't for Vietnam. But the
military and Vietnam have
become almost-inseparable facts
of life.
As soon as GI's. started seeing
they were the mggers of the
military establishment- doing all
the dirty w~rk and getting only
token_ benef1ta - they began to
think how Vietnam isn't the only
thing wrong.
There is this guy who used to
be in the military i!l-crowd. He
served as a sergeant m the honor
guard at th!'l Tomb of the·
Unknown Sold1er and he served as
a member of the White House
color guard and when General
Dwight D. Eisenhower died,
Sergeant Michael Sanders told the
'~Louisville Courier-.J?umal"
something about not hkmg the
war. The army didn't dig what
Sanders had done and decided
maybe he should see the war for
himself.
Dread Military, War
That's where military
conditions become as important
to the GI as the war in Vietnam.
And sometimes it's hard to say
whether more GI's dread the
military than drea.d the war. _
GI underground newspa~~rs are
talking about Vietnam • ffilhtary •
vietnam. Military. From one GI
paper: "First of all, your rights as
an American citizen are cimcelled
out by all the instant army
regulations. You work slave labor
)

"·.

'

hours and receive almost the same
pay. Discipline is exaggerated and
misused to the extreme by
pea-brained career men or lifers,
until it becomes continual
harassment. I mean harll;SSment
equivalent to that _wh1ch an
inmate would receiv!'l at some of
our prisons, as puniShment. The
administraJ:ors or brass who suffer
from delUSions of grand~ur,_ along
w i .th the no~comm1s~1oned
offtcer:' have rwned the.lives of
~y mnocent ,GI:s••ma!dng them
VJctuns of t~e1r InJ~stu:~s. ~d
look at the Vtetnam sttuatton.
Smuggled Letter
In a letter smuggled out of the
army stockade at ~ort Ja~kson,
S.c .•• a pri~ner wntes, "Pnor to
the mspect10n on Sept. 4, 1969,
by a lie~~enant «?lone! of the
138th !Dlhtary pollee company,
prisoners in solitary confine.mhe~t
were allowed an average mg t s
sleep of eight hours and were
allowed to retain blankets and
sheets. duri~g daylig~t ho!lrs.
After mspect1on, sleepmg t1me
was limited to approximately two
hours due to extended periods of
hard labor. Blankets and
mattresses were taken away at 5
a.m. and returned at 3 a.m. of the
foUowingday."
_
~
"Om'' (Washington, D.C.)
printed a rap about the American
Servicemen's Union, describing
the union as "a joining together of
ran~ ~nd f!!e servic_!'lmen to gain
the1r~1ghts. The UDI?n hill! dr~;vn
u_p a list of demands mcludmg an
end to saluting and sir-ing of
officers - aJ'!d let's get. off our
knees,"_ electiOn of officers by
vote of the .men, racial equality, a
rank and fliers control of court

..

•

•

' ~

r • ·

f ~ •·

martial boards, federal minimum
wages, the right of free political
association, the right to disobey
illegal orders - "like order to go
and fight an illegal war in
Vietnam," and the right of
collective bargaining.
"Aboveground" (Fort Carson,
Colorado Springs, Colorado) has a
thing about separate officer and
enlisted men's latrines and
~ntrances to b!lildings being an
msulttoallsold1ers.
.Against War
T~e ed1tor of the GI Press
Servtce •says the, .Percentage of
people m the IWbtary who are
against the war is higher than the
percentage of people in the
civ.ilian population who are
agamst the war-.
For a IC?t of reasons.
•
There 1s a coffeehouse m Los
Angeles called the Echo Mike
(EM). "About Face" (Camp
Pendleton, Los Angeles, Calif.)
describes the coffeehouse as "the
enlisted man's oasis i!l the Los
Angeles megalopolis. It's a
scuttlebutt center. It's a free
entertahtment center. It provides
free legal counseling for enlisted
men." Further, "Capable of
brewing 110 cups of free coffee at
once (in three gargantuan
coffee·makers and one teeny little
percoJ,ator) for the convenience of
its clientele, the Echo Mike has
become the liberty magnet of
Ca~p Pendle(:on an~ ElToro
marmes, Long ,Beach s~tlors, Fort
MacArthur GI s and a1rmen from
March, Oxnard, Norton, etc. In
fact the ebony door of the EM
coffeehouse doesn't close on
weekends: Brass and lif!'lrs are not
welcome m the Echo M1ke •. :but

" c • .- , f • '0 11- .. •

• ,

!ij

....

~, t!'

EM's may feel free to drop by any
time on Friday Saturday or
Sunday." The milltary has given
coffeehouses like Echo Mike all
kindsofhassles.
"Military Justice"
"Om" had one filler which said
"Military justice is to justice what
military music is to music."
Military justice runs something
like if a soldier displeases his
superior the superior olficer can
do one of many things like
warnings, threats, beatings,
transfers (especially to places like
Vietnam), or court martials. Tlie
man who decides to press charges
for a court martial is the one who
judges the guilt or innocence of
the guilty party and he is also the
man who reviews the findings of
the judge in case of an "appeal.''
After the trial is the stockade
"Your Military Left" rep~rted
that last year one guy was
sentenced to six months hard
labor for his first Absent Without
Leave (AWOL) offense. He was
AWOL for one and a half days.
Another guy was sentenced to
three and a half months hard
labor for a sloppy salute. "About
Face" reported that Private Issac
Barr was kidnapped from Fort
Lewis Washington at gunpoint
when 'be refUB\'ld to'go to the war
zone. An army prosecuter was
sent to Iceland for losing a case.
There are two fantastic stories
in circulation. One is a claim by a
Vietnam veteran who says
"everybody" in Vietnam openly
wears a peace symbol.
Used, Car Ads
.
The othell' __ IS about th1s guy
named Jim who had been in the
army for three months when he

got to where he couldn't stand
hearing the guys just talk about
the used car ads. He started
talking. "I laid down this rap
abouthowiwasaBiackPanther.
Not a White Panther... We had this
sergeant named Williams, black as
coal. 'Ah make men, an' ah break
men. Only two ways out of here:
to Vietnam, or in a box.' Well, thli!
only thing Sgt. Williams liked less
than a white man was a Black
Panther. Whenhefoundoutthatl
was both a white man and a Black
Panther, it wrecked his. brain.
'Your ass is grl!SS,' he satd, 'and
I'm the lawnmower.'
"Man, being an agitator was
getting me so agitated that one
day 1 popped a handful of
tranquilizers. They were a bit
heavier than I'd thought, and I
Wh
I
t th
~:cdmoeut.up C:n ~h!~g~s ~~
t
t'
d t
t
at emp mg to es roy governmen
property. 'What government
property?' I asked them, 'You,'
they said."
Vietnam and censorship
and officer's clubs ana My Lai
aren't the only things happening
to the military. "If anything good
comes out of the Vietnam fiasco,"
one GI writes, "it will be the fact.
that it has inspired young,
individualistic liberals like the
editors and subscribers to the
underground papers, to stand up
and let the military establishment
know that they will have to make
some drastic changes."
_ The whole jumble is like
flipping a double headed coin
whose identical sid·es both flash in
bright neon: Vietnam. military.
vietnam • Military,
.
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Lower Figure Than Anticipated

I 00 UNM Coeds Respond to Pill Poll

Edit<?r's note: This ~s the
m at t1hreNe·part ser1es on
1r
con ro .
ext week: A
survey of local pharmacists on pill
and prophylactic sales, and a
d1iscussion with officials of
panned parenthood.)
By MIC!I~EL BLAKE .
Yes, the Pill 1s very much w1th
us but not as much as some
' ht th'm k , accord'mg to a
peop l e mig
~obo sur~ey conducted yesterday
m the Umon.
Th e survey, a random sampling
•
of 100 UNM coeds showed that
32 of the resp~ndents are

bSC:c~nhd

Six Chicago 7
Given Haircuts
CHICAGO UPI - Six "nice,
clean-cut kids" Tuesday blended
in - tonsorially speaking - with
other prisoners in the Cook
County Jail.
Six of the "Chicago Seven"
were sheared and shaved Monday
in the jail where they are serving
sentences imposed 10 days ago by
U.S. District Court Judge Julius J.
Hoffman for contempt of court.
Warden Winston Moore said
that without their long hair and
beards the members of the
"Chicago Seven" look like "nice,
clean-cut kids." Cook County
Sheriff Joseph I. Woods said the
shearing was done - as it is to all
bearded or long-haired prisonersto keep them clean.
Woods showed pictures of "my
guests" with their new look
Monday night at a Republican
mel'ting in suburban Mount
Prospect.
Members in the audil•nce of
100 laughed when the sheriff
pointed to a picture of Yippie
ll•ader Abbott "Abbit•" Hoffman
minus th(' 12 inches of hair which
he fingered dul'ing the long trial of
tlw sev('J\ men on riot conspiracy
charg('s.
"He complained of bedbugs in
his cell," Woods said. "I told him
we had no bedbugs until he got
there."
Woods said Hoffman had to be
handcuffed during the haircut.
The Yippie leader reportedly
shouted obscenities and told
Moore, a Negro, "Man, taking
away my hair is like taking away
your black skin."
Jerry Rubin and Lee Weiner
emerged from the barber's chair
minus beards as well as locks. The
balding David Dellinger, the oldest
of the seven, was the only one
spared. His hair conformed,
lengthwise, to jail standards.

Nigerian War
LAGOS (UPI) - Nigeria spent
more than $720 million to
prosecute the recent war against
the secessionist regime in Biafra,
the federal finance commissioner
said Tuesday. Chief Obafemi
Awolowo told a finance
conference Nigeria did not borrow
from abroad or purchase military
equipment on credit from anyone
during the w!lr.

10%

illlJ...

'!/j l
7lta

Ullt4. l/2 card
•• QH.'/.t, fpacleJ. a.t

~118 u1tftill 5t-.

presently ta~ing the Pill, while 68
notth. Th1st~~presedn~s a lohwer
1gure _an an 1mpate m anot er,
more informal survey concerning
the results of the poll.
~omen were not asked about
mar1tal status for two reasons:
Marital status is re!evant, but the
survey was des1gned . to poll
college coeds, not marr1eds and
' d s. Secon dJ y, th e survey
unmarr1e
is not a definitive study on birth
control, but rather a general
· f ormatiOn
·
·
·
m
po 11 d es1gned
to g1ve
indications, not conclusions. It
was felt that this aim would be
compromised if respondents were
. I status,
. d t o d"1vuIge mar1ta
o bl1ge
and that responses would be
harder to get.
Three women said they had
previously taken the Pill but had
s t 0 p p e d f 0 r me d i c a 1 0 r
psychological reasons.
Although personal comments
were not solicited, many
respondents made random
statements, Some women who are
on the Pill said they plan to
discontinue its use soon, mainly
because of the Pill's questionable
side effects. Others, however, are
very content with the Pill, and
glad to have it.
One young woman taking the
Pill said she was using it for
"medical reasons," and "not as a
contraceptive." Another young
woman said she is not taking the
pill because "I don't have a fella

f~e

right now."
t Gthenerally, students Trehsponded
o e survey eager1y,
ey were
especially eager to find out what
the results were. Two felt the
opening question (Excuse me.
Would you answer some----) was a
prelude to a mu~ging, and
streaked out of the Umon.
Is the survey accurate? Broadly
· were t aken t o
speak'mg, yes. p ams
~olicit views from those who fell
m the college-age bracket. Older
s-t~u d en t s were no·t approac hed . I n
addition, students were selected as
randomly as possible, according to
dress and general appearance. One
s t a t.1s t.1c was par t'1cu I ar I Y
interesting. Of the 32 women
taking the pill, the vast majority
could loosely be termed 'straight'
types while 'hip' types constituted
a small minority.
The results of the survey,
complete with percentage
breakdowns,areasfollows:
Do you take the pill?
YES
NO
32%
68%
Are you concerned about
recent charges that the Pill has not

J•·nna.&3!1dtllll
1

1

Acrm~

been adequately tested and could
harbor unforseen adverse side
ff t ?*
e ec ~ES
NO
%
o/c
72
28
Have :ecent charges that the
P'JI h
t b
adequately
te1sted a~~ :aould h:~~or unforseen
side effects influenced our
d . .
t t t k th P'Jl? Y
eCISIOn
no 0 a e e NO
I .
YES
%
%
23
D
t' . t
·77 th P'll
o youthan 1c1pa
e usmg
e 1
f
t
. ?*
or m~S an en years. NO

nrc

0t
H 23910
d
th
1e
ave
you
ru
ou
'bTt
f t k' g th p·n · 'te
possl ~ 1fY 0 ? a m
e 1 111 1 s
presenYEorm.
NO
S
o/c
H 21 %
.79 0 d
y
ave you ever expenence an

Disraunt 10 PN11 Studl"!ll')

S pporf L0 b0
U
Advertt·sers

for

THE COLLEGE MAN
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THE COL!.EGE PLAN

252 t Ccmrnl
fromjnhuson Gymnasium

LEITZ Drofling & Ellhoinccring

adverse side effects from use of
the Pill (adverse includes anything
f r 0 m s 1 u g g ish ness t
0
blood-clotting)?*
YES
NO
40%
60%
In your opinion, has the Pill
contributed to what some call a
'' Ia o sening of morals" in
America? (This question was
asked of all respondents.)
YES
NO
13%
87%
*Asked only of those presently
taking the pill

biggest name in

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265·663l

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

Hot Dogs"
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147.
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
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Court Bans Censorsh-ip

NMCLU Urges Governor's Veto
-

Education Legislation Chilling

In College Newspaper Case

Lee Galles

Stan Hultberg

Alumni Plan Luncheon

The UNM Alumni Association
board of directors w.ill elect
officers for the coming year at a
Saturday luncheon meeting in the
Union Desert Room.

Also featured on the program is
an address by Ferrel Heady, UNM
president, and an awards
presentation for alumni service to
the University.

·~~~~a!
~ I
la plante gallery

Lee Galles, who headed last
year's south campus
beautification effort, will be
recipient of one of the awards.
Also slated to receive a special
award is Stan Hultberg, who was
chairman of the 1969
Homecoming for the alums.

.

~

Fun things from

~

Old Mexico

~

3009 Central N.E.

See and Hear

<:he

Admission
8 p.m.

By NANCY BEEZLEY
BOSTON - (CPS) - A
Massachusetts U,S. District Court
judge Feb, 9 handed down a
ruling against pre-publication
censorship of student newspapers
at state-supported colleges.
In the case of the Fitchburg
State College "Cycle," Judge
Arthur Garity Jr. ruled that "prior
submission to an advisory board
of material intended to be
published in the 'Cycle', in order
that the board may decide
whether it complies with
responsible freedom of the press
or is obscene, may not be
constitutionally required either by
means of withholding funds
derived from student activity fees
or otherwise."
Harold Dulong, the attorney
representing the "Cycle", termed
the case a landmark case and said
the decision, which applies to
student newspapers at
public-funded colleges throughout
the country, is significant "in
terms of freedom of the student
press".
Editors of the "Cycle" took
their case to court last fall after
Fitchburg State College President
James Hammond revoked
newspaper funds because they
printed Eldridge Cleaver's article
"Black Moochie." After the
Cleaver article appeared,
Hammond set up a two-member

WilldSf(Jf/11

Study in
Guadalajara., Mexico

Si11pers
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Student Union Ballroom U.N.M.
Friday Night, February 27

The Guodolajaro Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, will offer, June 29 to August
8, art, folklore, geography, history, po·
litlcol science, language ond literature
courses. Tuition, $160; board and room,
$155. Write Dr. Juan 8. Reel, Office of
Summer Session, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona 85721.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

advisory board - made up of two
administrators - to review and
approve "Cycle" material, before
material appeared in print.
In this case, Dulong said he
showed, in effect, that the state
was acting as a censor. The
freedom of the press provision of
the first amendment prohibits the
state from acting as a censor.
The decision was based largely
on the "censorial" supervisory
powers of the advisory board. In
an 18-page opinion, the court said
there · is no exception. "The
(Fitchburg) policy conferred
could presumably be used to get
complete control of the content
of the newspaper."
"Under the circumstance we
need not decide whether adequate
,procedural safeguards could ever
be formulated supporting prior
restraint of a weekly newspaper.
It is extremely doubtful.
Newspaper censorship in any form
seems essentially incompatible
with freedom of the press."

The College of Business Administration no longer exists. It
is now called the School of Business and Administrative
Sciences.
"As the name of the school is intended to stress," says
Dean Robert R. Rehder, "the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences at UNM is committed to an effective
integration between both the administrative sciences and the
professional skills and values essential for fl1"are
management's effective and responsible leadership."
Ordinarily, the minimum time required to earn a Master of
Business Administration (MB~) degree is six years. However,
the n~w school_ offers a special program for undergraduates,
reducmg the time required to earn the bachelor's and
master's degrees by as much as one year. It is called the
three-two program.
For the first three years, students pursue a program of
pre-professional undergraduate work in one of the other
university colleges. During the junior year, application is
made for admission to the MBA program.
"Team teaching, computer simulations, in-depth tutorials,
field research, and internship programs are means utilized to
achieve more effective two-way theoretical and professional
skill integration for the management scholar and practitioner
throughout his professional career," said Rehder.

STUDENT PUBLICATION BOARD
is now 1oeeking

APPLICATIONS
FOR

EDITORS

Patronize Lobo .Advertisers

ACLU Endorses
18-Year-Oid Vote

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

The National Board of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) has voted to endorse and
advocate the extension of voting
rights to 18-year-olds in both state
and national elections.
The decision ends more than
two years of study by the ACLU
National Board, and confirms the
recommendations of the June,
1968, biennial conference of the
civil liberties organization.
The ACLU argues that society
has asserted the right of young
people to eontrol other aspects of
their lives, and thus should not
deny them the right to elect their
own representatives. They also
argue that democracy is
endangered when large segments
of the politically active
community are denied franchise.

aift~
Mr. Neil D. Baker
will be on the campus

of the:

Monday, March 2nd

Lobo-1970·7I
Mirage-1971
Thunderbird-1970-7I
Summer Lobo-1976 ·

to diseuss qualifications for
advanced study at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

the Placement Office

Student Publications business office, Journalism Building 205

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
(Formerly, The Ameri<on fnstituie
for Foreign Trade)

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
is 5:oo p.m. Monday, M<j.rch g, 1970.

P. 0. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
AH!IIoled wHit
'
The Ametl<•n Menegeme~t Associatiort

Lobo Photo by Leonard Lujan

Cramming Already

The carrels in the library stacks
are handy, quiet, and nearly
comfortable. But studying for
spring semester in February? For
shame.

UNM Alumni to Attend
Indian Scholar Me~ting
Applications from American
Indian students interested in
attending the March 23-26
Convocation of Indian Scholars at
Princeton University, with all
expenses paid are now available.
They are being accepted by the
American Indian Historical
Society, 1451 Masonic Ave., San
Francisco, Calif.
The gathering, the first in the
history of American Indians, will
be chaired by Alfonso A. Ortiz,
assistant professor of
anthropology at Princeton. He is a
member of the Tewa tribe was
raised at San Juan Pueblo in' New
Mexico, and is a UNM alumnus.
Ortiz views the convocation as
an opportunity to demonstrate
"that we are not the inarticulate
masses about whom so much
benevolent concern has been
voiced in the pMt.
"Quite simply," says Ortiz, "we
wish to inform America that there
are significant numbers of Indians
who combine lives of scholarship
or personal accomplishment with
activism in the cause of Indian
advancement. and that we should
be permitted to take the lead in
matters affecting our people's
welfare and future."
Among the Indian writers,
artists, and educators scheduled to
participate in the meetings is
another UNM alumnus, N. Scott
Momaday. Momadny, a Kiowa
who lived at Jemez, won last
year's Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
Other participants will include
Vine Deloria Jr., former executive
director of the National Congress
of American Indians and author
of "Custer Died for Your Sins;"
dancer Maria Tallchief; folk singer
Buffy Sainte ·Marie; Professor
Edward Dozier, chairman of the

American Indian studies
department at the University of
Minnesota, and Rupert Costo
president of the American India~
Historical Society.
In a series of 15 panel sessions
discussions will cover 'many
aspects of American Indian life,
with Indian authorities from
disciplines such as social science,
anthropology, the law, health, and
medicine repreaented.
In all, 200 persons are expected
to participate. Expenses for the
50 or so Indian students attending
the con vocation are being
underwritten by the Ford
Foundation.

The New Mexico Civil Liberties unconstitutional in 1969 by universities, faculties and
Union (NMCLU) yesterday issued District Judge Robert Reidy.
administration, not the' state
a statement opposing legislation
The NMCLU said continuation police.
concerning campus trespass
of the Legislative Universities
''Records indicate that such
jurisdiction over campus polic~ Investigating Committee will be a introduction in other states has
forces by the state police, and "constant intimidation to the led to an escalation of any
continuation of the Universities exercise of freedom of association conflicts that exist."
Investigating Committee.
and speech on the campuses."
The letter made no statement
In a letter urging Governor
"The legislature has become a concerning the existence or
David C~rgo to veto the bills, policeman in the academic non-existence of "conflicts" at
Senate Bills 39, 40, and 41, the classroom via its investigation any of the state's universities.
NMCLU asserts the bills will have committee," the letter said.
The letter was distributed by
a "chilling effect" on freedom of
The letter said the session of John L. Walker, executive director
speech and association by the Investigating Committee that of the NMCL U.
students and faculty.
recommended the three bills to
"So Vague"
the 1970 legislature "did little but
The Jetter terms the campus advance the already established
trespass bill "so vague" a person political positions of several
would be unable to determine legislators."
what constituted a crime, and "so
They also termed the $50 000
overbroad" it impinges on appropriated to fund 'the
freedom of speech,
committee a "waste of money."
The bill, SB 39k, makes it a
The NMCLU also charged
petty misdemeanor to "trespass placing the campus security forces
on the property of and to under the direct control of the
interfere with the peaceful state police force is an
conduction of institutions of "unconstitutional" move.
higher education,"
"Campus situations are
The NMCLU scores the trespass certainly best handled by those
bill for the passage that allows intimately involved with the
university officials or "designees" everyday operation of the
to remove from the campus
persons they believe "would
disrupt, impair, interfere with or
obstruct the lawful mission,
processes, procedures or functions
High Speecl XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
of the institution," or incite
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
another to such disruption,
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winre><:k Center,
Defy Definition
Notional Builcling & 120 Madeira NE
"The words 'mission' and
'processes' defy definition," the
letter reads.
It also termed delegation of
authority under the bill
"improper" and compared it with
a similar measure declared

kopy karner

Flying Film
The Lobo Christian Fellowship
will show a film, "Signposts
Al_o ft," on instrument flying,
Friday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in
room 231·D of the Union.
The film is free and open to the
public.

sells it, rents it, finds it.
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MBA in 5 years

NEW CAPITOL
RELEASE

1

~ The UNM School of Business and Administrative Sciences offers
~- a graduate professional program designed to provide a Master's
~ of Business Administration in five years. UNM students pursuing
~ undergraduate degrees may enroll in this program at the end of
their sophomore year and receive both their BA or BS and MBA in five years.
All interested students are invited to attend an informal meeting
for complete details.

"TRY ALITTLE

Time: 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Date: Friday, Feb. 27
Place: Parrish Ubrary, School of B&AS
{on Roma across from Education Complex)

.

KINDNESS"

Refreshments will be served
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Popejoy

Interviews may be scheduled at

Applications may be picked up at the

S:oo-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

After considering the nature of
the advisory board, the court
concluded that President
Hammond's establishment of the
advisory board "is an
unconstitutional exercise of state
power.",
Garity wrote, "The state is not
necessarily the unrestrained
master of what it creates and
fosters, Having fostered a campus
newspaper, the state may not
impose arbitrary restrictions on
the matter to be communicated.
Because of the potentially great
social value of a free student voice
in an age of student awareness, it
would be inconsistent with basic
assumptions of first amendment
freedoms to permit a campus
newspaper to be simply a vehicle
for ideas the state or the college
administration deems appropriate.
Power to prescribe classroom
curriculum at state universities
may not be transferred to areas
not designed to be part of the
curriculum."

UNM Business School
Initiates New Program

Page 5
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Swiss Avalanche

by search dogs trained to smell
out humans, had dug out 19
survivors and recovered the bodies
of 11 victims.
"We have very little hope for
thtl people still missing," a police
spokesman said.
In Lanslevillard, France, near
Val d'lsere, another avalanche
smashed into a hotel and
destroyed several chalets. Six
persons were reported killed and
four others were injured.

London Airport Ban
LONDON (UPI) - Ground
crews at London's Heathrow
Airport imposed a work ban on
Arab airplanes Tuesday and chiefs
of all 5 3 carriers using the
international airport met in a
search for protective mer.sures to
tighten their own security.
The work stoppage by ground
crews was the first action aimed

P.E. MAJORS
Kineseology at its bestll

OIDfl TO·DA' • Dflly SI.DO ,.,1lpa•d •

$elolf~teh..,

G111H11t1tucl

CIIIIIAgl STflg/1
P,Q.I0;• .5211 $orttCI f• N- Mu•ro• .flf$01

The Guild Art Theatre
3405 Central N.E'.
Noon til Midnight

Only $1.50

Students and Faculty
Remember Marvin's

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH
1107 University Blvd. N.E.
Two Bays Automatic
Two Bays Hand Wand
FREE Car Wash
With Each Gas Fill Up

Page 7

Meet New Mexico University's Wolfpups

WORLD NEWS
RECKINGEN, Switzerland
(UPI) - A massive avalanche 30
feet high and wider than four
football fields placed end to end
thundered down 10,200-foot
Blinnenhorn Mountain Tuesday
and ripped up stone houses on the
outskirts of this Alpine village,
burying 48 persons. The feared
death toll was 29.
The tidal wave of heavy wet
snow rushed down the mountain
just before dawn, demolishing five
homes and an officers sleeping
quarters on the edge of a Swiss
army camp.
By evening, some 500 soldiers
. and 350 local inhabitants, aided

NEW MEXICO LOBO

John Johnson 6-7

directly at Arab airlines since two
carrying mail for Israel
were rocked by explosions in
flight Saturday. One crashed
north of Zurich, killing all 4 7
aboard. The other made a safe
emergency landing at Frankfurt.
An Arab guerrilla organization
at first claimed responsibility for
the crash at Zurich then later
denied it had anything to do with
the disaster.
The work stoppage on Arab
airplanes at He a throw was
imposed by employes of British
Overseas Airways Corp., which
handles refueling, maintenance
and traffic duties for most of the
foreign carriers who use the
airport.

airplane~>

HIGH SCHOOL - Prep
All-American, two-time All-Stater,
and two-time All-Regional choice
at Viewmont High in Bountiful,
Utah. Averaging 26.4 points a
game as a senior, he owns career
scoring high of 40 points.
PERSONAL - Pre-med major.
Favorite food: His mother's
lasagna. Favorite movie: "Kings
Row". Favorite musician: Jimi
Hendrix. Born July 23, 1951 in
Longview, Wash. Parents are
Wayne (electrical engineer) and
Ingrid (housewife) of
Albuquerque.
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Tom McGahan 6-7
HIGH SCHOOL - Two-year
letterman at Las Vegas' Robertson
High. He missed his senior

basketball season at Robertson
due to a lung condition but owns
a career high of 24 points against
Espanola, He also played football
and track for the Cardinals,
PERSONAL - Sociology
major. Favorite food: Seafood,
Favorite movie: "Camelot".
Favorite music group: Simon and
Garfunkel, Parents are Merritt
(dean at Highlands University)
and Muriel (housewife). Born
Aug. 21, 1951 in Syracuse, N.Y.

Aaron Rosenfeld 5-11
HIGH SCHOOL - Played
basketball and football at West
Des Moines High School. His
career high came against Valley
High of Des Moines when he hit
17 points.
PERSONAL - Pre-law major.

Favorite food: Sirloin steak.
Favorite movie; "You're A Big
Boy Now". Favorite music group:
Simon and Garfunkel. Born March
14, 1951 in Des Moines, Iowa.
Parents are Sidney (mobil homes
president) and Phyllis (housewife)
of Des Moines.

Mike Stewart 6-8
HIGH SCHOOL - Prep
All-American, three-time
All·Stater at Caldwell High
School. He averaged 25.3 as a
senior and holds almost every
Idaho scoring and rebounding
record. His career high of 42
points came in the state
tournament.
PERSONAL - Business major.
Favorite food: Lobster tail.
Favorite movie: "200 1". Favorite
rp.usic ·group: Paul Revere and the

'

'i.

Lobo photo by Chester Painter
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Trying to stuff shut the mouth
of any of the campus personalities
painted on trash cans will
hopefully become the newest
spring pastime .

Dirty Mouths

John Mulligan 6-9
HIGH SCHOOL - All-state his
senior year at Reno High School.
He averaged 21 points and 18
rebounds a game as a senior. His
career high is 34 points.
PERSONAL - Education
major. Favorite food: Tacos.
Favorite movie: "The Great
Escape". Favorite musician: Tom
Jones. Parents are Robert (gaming
control agent) and Elizabeth
(third-grade teacher) of Reno.
Born May 12, 1951 in Tacoma,
Wash.

Mark (Crazy) Stephenson 6·5
HIGH SCHOOL - All-8tate
and three-time All-Conference at
Taylol.'ville High. Averaging 17.5
points and 9.5 assists a game, he
led Taylorville to the conference
and regional championships his
senior year. He owns a career high
of 41 points.
PERSONAL - Education
major with a recreation minor.

New ABM Site
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
administration asked a sharply
divided Congress Tuesday for
money to thicken its planned
shield against a Soviet nuclear
strike by adding a new
antiballistic missile installation in
.Missouri.
It also proposed to begin
broadening the controversial
system to guard the population
against a potential Red Chinese
threat, but ran into firm
opposition from key Senate
supporters.
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, contending the $1.5 billion
request was the minimum
necessary to protect the nation,
asked for authority to construct a
new ABM site to guard a
·Minuteman silo field located at
Whiteman Air Force Base, Mo.,
and to increase the number of
missile interceptors for two sites
Congress authorized last year -at
Malmstrom Air Force Base,
Mont., and at Grand Forks Air
Force Base, N.D.
The purpose of the interceptor
increase would be to protect the
offensive missiles in these three
areas from the possibility of a
Soviet attempt to knock them out
and destroy the backbone of the
U.S., nuclear arsenal.

Raiders. . Parents
a r e Don
(advertising agent) and Wilda
{county clerk). Born July 1, 1951
in Caldwell,

Favorite food: H'amburgers.
Favorite movie:. "Vixen".
Favorite group: Blood, Sweat, and
Tears. Born June 4, 1951 in
Taylorville, Parents are Henry
(mining equipment manufacturer)
and Frances (housewife) of
Taylorville.

Dave Seidler 6-7
HIGH SCHOOL - Attended
Richardson High where he won
All-District and All-Metropolitan
Dallas honors. He led Richardson
to the hi-district championship
with a 17 .0 scoring average and
19 . 6 rebounding average. His
career scoring high is 28 points
and his rebounding high is 29.
PERSONAL - Business major.
Favorite food: Shrimp. Favorite
movie: "Camelot". Favorite music
group: Simon and Garfunkel.
Parents are Richard (sales
manager) and Daphne (housewife)
of Richardson. Born June 18,
1951 in Waterloo, Iowa.

Duffer Will Supervise
New Education Center
Mrs. Dolores Duffer, a former
Work Incentive (WIN} program
student, has been appointed to
supervise the new WIN
educational center in Santa Fe.
The center has a capacity of 60
Santa Fe county women.
Another training center, which
can enroll 25-30 Valencia county
women, will open Monday, March
2, in Grants.
The WIN program, operated by
the N~w Mexico Employment
Security Commission, selects
women from the Aid to Famili~.>s
with Dependent Children rolls.
They receive education and
training needed to find and hold a
job to leave welfare dependency
status.

Career Opportunity Programs, a
part of the Institute for Social
Research and Development
(ISRAD) at UNM, is under
contract to provide the basic
education services at the center.
Training features include an
individualized, prescriptive
approach to solve acadl'mic
deficiencies, using programmed
instruction and tutoring, John
H('nsolt, projrct coordinator, said.
Each student receives an
individual study plan. Courses in
math, reading, science, social
studies, communication, cultural
awa1eness, and current events are
taught in addition to discussion
groups.
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The shape-up Sandals
with the exclusive foegrip action that turns
on your legs when you
walk. Made of smooth,
sculpted wood in flat
or raised heel. Bone
or red straps.

Plus Supporting Act
SONGSTRESS RHETTA HUGHES

OK IE'S

Tom Roberts

Civic Auditorium
Saturday, Feb. 2!!, 7:30 p.m.

104 BEER

Tickets $3.50, $4.50 & $5.50
On sale at:

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Reidling's Downtown, Record Rendezvous,
K & B Music &Appliance, Mirandi's
Tom .McGahan

Tommy Roberts 6-2
HIGH SCHOOL - Two-time
All-8tater at Farmington High. He
scored a career high of 39 points
against Valley High of
Albuquerque (his junior year) and
against Espanola (his senior
season). He led Farmington to a
fourth-place finish in the state
tournament with a 24.0 point
average as a senior. He also played
baseball at FHS and compiled a
10-1 won-lost record as a pitcher
as the Scorpions captured the
sta~e title.

Dave Seidler

PERSONAL - Business major.
Favorite food: Hamburgers and
macaroni. Favorite movie:
"Funny Girl". Favorite musician:
Glen Campbell. Parents are Lester
(asst. postmaster) and Lou Emma
(housewife). Born May 31, 1951
in Farmington.

Central At University
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59¢.
Eat in our large dining room or take it. home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus ·
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Sculpture Showing

An exhibition of solf sculpture
and ceramic sculpture by two
graduate students in the UNM
department of art will run March
1 through 15 at Ten Craftsmen,
326 San Felipe in Old Town.
The students, Sally Hall and Pat
Brady, will be at the gallery for a
reception Sunday from 3 to 6
p.m.

Art Exhibition

Dr. W. McElroy

Science Director
Will Speak at U
The director of the National
Science Foundation, William D.
McElroy, will be speaking at two
UNM functions Thursday. He will
address a morning meeting, at the
Sunport, of the advisory
committee to the Program for
Advanced Study in Public Science
Policy and Administration. At
3:30 p.m., he will lecture in the
Kiva to a seminar on
intergovernmental administrative
relations. The lecture is open to
all students and faculty in the
sciences and social sciences.

Speech Lectures
John L. Peterson, a noted
authority on audiology and
speech pathology, will visit UNM
·next week and present two public
lectures.
Peterson, director of audiology
and speech pathology at the
Louisiana State University
Medical Center, New Orleans, will
participate Feb. 24 and 25 in the
UNM speech pathology and
audiology colloquium series.
On Tuesday, Feb. 24, Peterson
will speak on "Assessment of
Middle Ear Function Through
Tympanometry" and on
Wednesday, Feb. 25, he will speak
on "Diagnostic Applications of
Speech Audiometry."

Senate Passes Due Process Bill

Campus Briefs

Two recent UNM graduates,
and a visiting associate professor
of art have pictures included in
the 11th midwest biennial
exhibitjon through March 15 at
the Joslyn Art Museum in Omaha,
Neb.
The two artists who received
master's degrees at UNM last year
are Wayne Eustice, represented" by
a pencil drawing, "Trane
Composition 2." Madelyn
Forman's oil painting, "Canyon in
the Blue," is also included.
Visiting professor, Fred
Hammersley, has a computer
drawing, "Do You Zee," included.
Eustice is now an instructor at
the University of Arizona. Miss
Forman is a secretary in the
department of electrical
engineering.

Environmental Teach-In
Organizational meeting for all
concerned students for the
Environmental Teach-In, April 22,
will be Wednesday, Feb. 25, at 9
p.m. in the Union, room 250-B,
Everyone is encouraged to attend,

ican, and the Mexican-American's
attitude toward education.
The public is invited to the
lecture, There is no admission
charge.

Biology Lecture
Carroll M. Williams, chairman
of the zoology section of the
National Academy of Sciences,
will be on the UNM campus this
week to deliver two lectures.
Williams' appearance is
sponsored by the UNM Phi Sigma
biological society and the UNM
biology department.
The Harvard zoologist will
speak on "Light, Brains, and
Metamorphosis" at 9:30 a.m.
Friday in room 139, the biology
building and again Friday night at
7:30 at Wyatt's Cafeteria. His
topic will be "Hormones, Genes,
and Development."
In addition, the Society will
have coffees for Williams at 2:30
p.m. Thursday in biology 131,
and 10;30 a.m. Friday, also in
biology 131. The public is invited.

Study Fellowship
. Agamemnon Despopoulos of
the School of Medicine faculty
has been awarded an 18 months
study fellowship in Europe.
The National Institutes of
Health fellowship was awarded
after national competition.
Despopoulos is professor of
physiology and an associate
professor of pharmacology at the
medical school. He joined the
staff in 1964.
He will spend six months at St.

Mary's Hospital in London
working in biochemistry, and a
year at the department of
physiology, Munich, Germany,
Despopoulos will work with
world-recognized scientists in
their laboratories, doing research
on liver and kidney excretion.
Much of the liver-kidney research
work was pioneered in
Despopoulos' laboratory at UNM.

Legislators' Panel
Three Bernalillo County state
legislators will participate in a
panel discussion on the
"Legislative Politics of New
Mexico" today at 1:30 p.m.
in room 208 of the education
complex.
-The legislators, Sen. Antonio
Lucero, Sen. William Sego, and
Rep. Roberto Mondragon, will
also answer questions during the
discussion.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.

r-RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a dny
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
!...ower Monthlv Rntc

Buck's TV Rentals
268.-4589

Color A vnilab]e

la ptante
qalleuy

Tax Session
A short course for UNM
faculty, staff, and employes on
filing income tax returns will be
held at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Moot Court, School of Law,
1915 Roma NE.

Measure Forbids Summary Dismissal of Students
The ASUNM Senate last night unanimously
passed a bill forbidding "summary dismissal" of
a student prior to a hearing by the Student
Standard Committee.
The Senate also passed a bill establishing a
possible emergency meeting Saturday night following the BYU-UNM game to consider "the
possibility of ASUNM-sponsored assistance" to
those arrested during the game, and a resolution
urging Governor David F. Cargo to veto Senate
bills Nos. 39, 40, 41.
The bill concerning dismissal of students, replaced an earlier wording of the same bill. The
original version would have strictly defined the
acts which would have counted as disruption of
University-sponsored activities.
The bill which was passed specifies that if a
civil court presses charges against students for
any actions, any "University charges against that
student arising from the same incident will be
dropped."
The change was made in response to criticism
that the wording of the earlier bill included a

tacit "double jeopardy" provision that would
make a student liable to punishment under both
campus and civil jurisdictions.
Harold Lavendar, vice president for studen-t
affairs, said the "bill would be reasonably acceptable" to the administration.
Sponsor of the bill, Senator Sandra Heide,
said the intent of the bill is to "guarantee the
right of court trial and protect the student from
double jeopardy."
She added she anticipated the measure would
have little opposition from the UNM faculty,
since it was "basic United States law."
The bill concerning possible ASUNM assistance to students arrested at the BYU-UNM
game Saturday, Feb. 28 replaced an earlier bill
that specifically mentioned funds and legal aid
to arrested demonstrators in "peaceful demonstrations."
The major objections to the bill were the difficulty of defining peaceful demonstrations, and
the exact legal position of ASUNM if legal as-

to Old Mexico

Engineers
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 c.,ntral N.E.
Noon til Midnight

Only $1.50

NE\N
IVIEXICO

International Student Exchange Association

EUROPE

$225 r.t. From the East

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-wlli go in next day's Lobo.
WANTED: ride to Deming, N.M, this Friday. Call Cindy 242·2481 ufter 8 p.m.
D AN C E-MIME-SENSITIVITY TRAlNING. Begin anytime. 525 Wellesley SE.
256-0141. 3/2
THE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
SE. Friday and Saturday nighte 8·11.
3/2
SENIOR-Be sure to have yaur class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
schedule.
NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, Marita1, Sensitivity Groups~ United Ministries Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13
MESSY ROOM, can't study 1 Call messyroom-cleaner. 242-1059. 2/28

2)

3)

SERVICES

TUTORING IN PORTUGESE offered, Call
Albert W. Bleau at 855-4888, 2/24
TYPING SERVICE. Term papers, the11es,
dissertations. Reasonable. Doris J ncksort.
296·2548.

4)

5)

FORRENT

THREE BEDROOM HOME, 1608 Sigma
Chi, app!iance11. Call 265•1483 after 5.
3/3

ASUNM
Film Committee

FORSALE

1958 VOLKS BUS with sunroof, excellent
mechanical condition. $435, 277-3243. 3/3
1968 HONDA CL350, 5000 miles, very
good condition, $550. 265-8194. 3/2
FOUR FEMALE SAMOYED puppie11,
purebred. Reasonably priced. Call 2551429. 3/2

Friday
7:30·0:30

NORWEGIAN Elkhound puppies, also stud
service available. 298-0375, eampus 4447.

7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ with JD

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

3/1

200 USED TVa All styles. $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 254·5987. 4/7

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

Strom Thurmond

1968 SUZUKI 200 cc-X5. Excellent condition, $350, 266-6814 after 6 p.m. 2/27

LOST&FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.
LOST: Pickett sllde rule. Mitchell Hall
212, Jan. 13. Reward. Scott, 255-9560.
2/24

CLOSELY
WATCHED
TRAINS

PARK HAVEN APTS. College students
welcome. Furnished two bedroom apts.,
fireplnce, wnlkins, barette, planned swimming pool, dinette area, utilities paid.
344-4053. 2/27

6)

EMPLOYMENT

TYPIST-part-tim<>-student interested in
working in busy downtown Jaw office 10
to 12 hours per weok-<>verlond typingsome dictnphon<>-ttPe 70·80 wpm-con•
ta<t Pat at 247-3658. 3/2

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

ROOMMATE WANTED to share two-bdrm
apartment across from campus. $50/rno.
Phone 842·8014. 3/2
GOD-FEARING, PIE-EATING, red-blooded Ameri~an needs rootnntntc. Contact
Wake at Lobo 277-4202. 3/2
DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first. Jesson,. $14
hr. after. Lee MilSon, 268·45M, 2/27

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscelfaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING _ __

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Cycle Center
415 Wyoming NE
Authorized Dealer
Norton, Dutati ·
Montesa, Hodaka

Sales-Service-Parts

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.
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No. 89

Will Be Taken at BYU. Game

For Further Information Contact: I.S.E.A.
Katy Sutherland P.O. Box 1356, Pomona, Calif. 91766

RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
01n."olJlcJ Ad\'ertlsing
per word and the tninitn\ltn numbgr o!
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in fell prior to insertion of advertisement.
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•Adequate' Protest Precautions

Also available:
Flights within Europe
Student Tours (some accredited)
Additional Miscl. Services
I nd uding Travel Tips

$255 r.t. From the Midwest
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Education Lecture

sistance was given to arrested persons.
"How do you define peaceful? If students do
not leave the court when asked, is this a peaceful
demonstration? Under these (the original bill)
terms we would be responsible for their actions,
and I don't feel we should be," said Senator
Leonard DeLayo.
If students are arrested in connection with
action at the game, the Senate wil.l meet in
emergency session at 10:30 p.m. Saturday, and
determine further action.
Unanimous passage was also given to a resolution, sponsored by Gay Cook, terming the
enactment of New Mexico Senate Bills Nos. 39,
40, and 41 (concerning the campus trespass,
. state police jurisdiction of campus police, and
continuation of the Legislative Universities Investigating Committee), "a threat to selfautonomy within the University community."
The resolution, "strongly urging" Cargo to
veto all three bills, further states that the bills
would "adversely affect the purpose of the University."

better than a trip

Don't be left out of soda I studies

OK IE'S
Everyday
All Day
FREE POPCORN

Luis F. Hernandez, an educator
in the California schools, will
lecture on "A Forgotten
American - The Mexican
American," Sunday, March 1, at 8
p.m., in 101 Mitchell Hall.
Hernandez's topic pertains to
his recent publication, "A
Forgotten American: A Resource
Unit for Teachers on the Mexican
American."
Hernandez's lecture will
examine the background,
acculturation, and family
structure of the Mexican-Amer-

$285 r.t. From the West Coast

Dean Thomas W. Christopher
said three short lectures of 10 to
15 minutes each, will be followed
by question and answer sessions.
Speakers will be Professor Perry
T. Mori of the school of business·
and administrative sciences; James
L. Murray, Internal Revenue agent
with the U.S, Internal Revenue
Service; and Frank 0. Westerfield
Jr., Albuquerque attorney,
Professor Robert J. Desiderio
of the School of Law will
moderate the discussion.

. PLACED BY·---~------~

Strom Thurmond, U.S. Senator
from South Carolina, will speak at
UNM March 4 as another in the
series of guest speakers sponsored
by the Associated Students.

Vice President for Student Affairs
Ha rn ld L:wendcr yc3tcrday told the
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) the
administration is making "adequate
plans" to ensure that order is maintained
at the UNM-BYU game this Saturday.
Lavender told the committee the
administration is "making what we
consider adequate plans to take care of
any eventuality at the game. If spectators
will exercise patience and restraint in case
of disruption of the scheduled events, I
believe we will be able to handle any
situation.
"It is our conclusion that the floor
needs to be clear of all unauthorized
persons during all scheduled activities
connected with the two games that will
be played that evening," he said.
Lavender added that if there is a
demonstration and the demonstrators
enter the playing area and refuse to leave,
they would be "removed". He did not
specify, however, the extent of the force
which would be used or available at the
arena Saturday although it has previously
been announced that only "normal
security" would be used.
Lavender also reiterated that the
University does not desire to be in a
position of approving or withholding
permission for demonstrations. "The
stance of the University is basically that

we don't give o1· withhold permission" for
demonstrations although the
administration "likes to be informed"
when a demonstration is planned, he said ..•..
In other action, the FPC voted 4 to 2
with two abstentions to ask the Student
Standards Committee to hear the case of
two students who have lodged a
complaint against English Professor
Ernest Baughman.
The committee took the action in lieu
of establishing a student grievance
committee. Currently there is no
established procedure for students who
believe their rights have been abridged to
lodge complaints.
The two students, William Bonner and
Jon Kaufman, have charged that
Baughman violated their rights by telling
them where to sit in his classroom solely
because of the length of their hair.
In requesting Student Standards to
hear the case, the FPC said that the
action was taken in order to provide
"immediate adjudication" of the case. It ,.,...
also recommended, however, that the •
Committee on University Governance
study the possibility of establishing a
grievance committee at a level "somewhat
below that of a full-fledged judicial
hearing."
Bonner and Kaufman had previously
indicated they would take the case to the
Standards Committee.

Sego Calls Study Group Beneficial
Albuquerque Republican Senator William
Sego yesterday said he was convinced_ the
Legislative Universities Study Comm1tte,e
was of "great value'' to the states
universities.
"I think it is beneficial for you," Sego
said because it gives people .in the
universities who are afraid or unwilling to
voice themselves within establisheD.
university channels a place to go.
Sego, who was Sf?eakh~g to a poli.tical
science ch\.ss, had earher satd the committee
could serve as an "ombudsman" for those
"few who do not believe they can express
themselves to university officials without
fear of retribution."
He added that "you (UNM) have some
real serious ptoblems" th~t the

r--

administration hasn't done anything about, ,,
but he refused to give any specific details.
The old universities investigating committee
had uncovered many things which "have not
been publicized and should not be
publicized," but which had been passed on
to the University Regents, he said.
Rep. Roberto Mondragon, D-Betnalillo,
who was also addressing the class, said,
however, the legislature should not interfere
with university operations by establishing an
investigating committee. "If you are going to
have the legislators looking over the
universities then you' should just abolish the
r.egents and appoint a committee of
legislators to tun the university," he said.
Mondragon als<>" called the $50,000,
appropriation, for the University Study
Comm~ttee a "waste of money."
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Sen. William Sego

Rep. Roberto Mondragon

